Using Little Details to Unlock Big Finds (and Avoid Big Errors)
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When you’re looking for a George Taylor—or multiple generations of George Taylors—in 19 th century
England, sometimes you need a little help. My help came from records we’re all familiar with: census
records, birth records, marriage register entries. But clues often didn’t come from the usual details we
look at.
Here are some examples of details that we sometimes overlook that helped me track down my Taylors—
and they can help you find and identify the folks you’re looking for, too.

Who’s at Home?
In-laws? Siblings? Nieces or nephews? Parents? Step-children? Other members in a household can be
sources for maiden names, indications of a previous marriage, or confirmation that you really have the
family you’re looking for.

A pair of twins with surname Tickle in the Taylor household in 1841 are the clue that led to Elizabeth
Taylor’s maiden name and birth record. They turned out to be her niece and nephew.

The Farmer’s Daughter
Occupations can add more than color to your family’s story.

Her father’s unusual occupation, farm bailiff, on a marriage and a census record helped identify the
correct Jane Boardman.

It’s There in Black and White
An unusual detail—a unique name, a middle name, a particular birthplace, or a job—that remains
consistent can help you pick your ancestor out of the crowd.

While addresses and household members change, George Taylor’s occupation as a manufacturer of
school slates helps keep track of him over decades.

Next-District Neighbors
Proximity can be destiny. We did a piece in Ancestry magazine several years ago that examined how far
people traveled to find a mate (sometimes as little as 5 blocks). Addresses, enumeration districts, and
maps can help you make sure you’ve got the right folks at the right place.

Adjacent census enumeration districts reveal how George and Jane, who were from different towns, might
have met—and help locate Jane, who isn’t living with her family in 1871.

Can I Get a Witness?
Don’t overlook the witnesses, informants, and addresses on birth, marriage, or death records. They can be
sources of maiden names or confirm that you have the right family.

The informant on Mary Hurstfield’s death register entry is George Taylor, “Son-in-law.” This confirms
that Hurstfield is his wife’s maiden name, that Mary is her mother, and she’s listed as “Widow of Simon
Hurstfield,” which provides Mary’s husband’s name as well.

Late Fry, Formerly Robins
What on earth is this record saying about George H’s mother?

Mary Jane Taylor late Fry formerly Robins means that this is a second marriage for Mary Jane Robins,
who was previously married to a man named Fry, Samuel Fry to be precise:

So, if you’re stumped, take a look back at what you’ve found and look beyond the names and dates to see
what other stories they have to tell you.

